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ABSTRACT

The use of the Monte Carlo method for the
calculation of reactivity perturbations in multi-
plying systems due to changes in geometry or compo-
sition requires a correlated sampling technique to
make such calculations economical or in the case of
very small perturbations even feasible. The technique
discussed here is suitable fcr local perturbations.
Very small perturbation regions will be treated by an
adjoint mode. The perturbation of the source distri-
bution due to the changed system and its reaction on
the reactivity worth or other values of interest is
taken into account by a fission matrix method. The
formulation of the method and its application is
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Changes in the geometry or composition of a reactor
system produce perturbations In reactivity and fluxes. To
compute such perturbations by two independent Monte Carlo
simulations is frequently very expensive because of the error in
the differential value is as much as the sum of the errors of
the two independent calculations. It is known that the error of
differential values can be reduced drastically by means of a
correlated sampling technique. Such a correlation can be achieved
by estimating the perturbed and unperturbed system with an
identical set of histories £1J. To realize a complete correlation
between the perturbed and unperturbed system is difficult if the
perturbation is complicated to describe. However, for the case
of local perturbations a relative sufficient result can be
achieved even if only a subset of histories in the respective
systems is identical. Obvious if the perturbed problem will be
estimated over the set of histories of the unperturbed problem,
the corresponding estimator must be weighted. The weighting
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accounts for the different source distribution and transport-
kernel of the perturbed system withj respect to the unperturbed
system. In multiplying systems the source distribution will be
calculated by a source iteration procedure. In practice such a
source iteration will be carried out only for the unperturbed
system. The source distribution of the perturbed system therefore
has to be approximated. If the perturbation of the source
distribution is only slight a first order approach will be
sufficient /2/. approximations of higher order can be achieved
by means of a fission matrix method described in this paper.
This method is also helpful to improve the convergence of the
source iteration /3f47. In the computation of local pertur-
bations by the correlated sampling method one has to
differentiate wether perturbation regions are large enough so
that a reasonable number of neutrons will cross these regions.
In the case of large regions it will bo sufficient to calculate
the differential value by correlated forward simulations. For
umall perturbation regions an additional adjoint- *un should be
carried out to get an adequate number of neutrons which cross
the small regions £\fS7.

THE CORRELATED SAMPLING METHOD

Reaction rates or integrals of the form

R =yg«Blvt£JdP = J%lC) [L ic) HP (1)

where g(P) is a response function
nj>(Pj the collision density
at the phase space point P

will be estimated by an estimator |<C), where C denotes a chain
of collision points C{P,, P,» • • • »j?j,> • • •) • fJL (C) is the
probability that the chain c oceuroa. A change of the regarded
system in geometry or composition leads to the integral

R = /<)IP>4>(P) d £ •••• J |(C)jjHCJ d£ (2)

We are interested in the differeneo of the integrals (2) and (1)
AR=R -R. To reduce theAvariance of AR the neutron chains

C(P«»£-,r •••r2ui '*•) and C (P- ,£-,... , P W ...) in the perturbed
and the unperturbed system should be identical. That means R
should be estimated over the .chains C of the unperturbed system.
The corresponding estimator | (C) for the perturbed system
then must be weighted by

n
(3)

' P|
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A R now can be estimated by

l | I d -i<C ) I(HCI dP=J
Obviously the nominator in (3) must be equal to zero if the
denominator is zero. However, this is not a severe restriction
since the definition of perturbed or unperturbed system may be
interchanged or an artifical system can be defined as the un-
perturbed system.

In the case of local perturbations there are many neutron
chains which do not cross a perturbation region. The chains
c Q °Lf such histories are identical. The

5* (C) and ^ (C) differ only by the
•» -SJ

corresponding estimators

factor S^I/sCfi)

For histories which cross after some collisions a perturbation
region, the weighting is more complicated. Frequently reasonable
results can bo achieved if only the histories from a source
event up to their first crossing into a perturbation region are
correlated. All corresponding contributions of such histories in
the perturbed and unperturbed system differ only by a constant
factor and therefore they are linear dependent so that these
histories will not contribute to the statistical error of the
difference value AR. For local perturbations it is useful to
split the computation of A R into two parts as described by
equation (4)

;tc)i- - 1 1(1 ICI (IP : (cl- (Cl df (4)

The first integral is taken over all histories which have not
yet crossed a perturbation region. The second integral is taken
over histories after crossing a perturbation region. The first
integral in (4) is easy to calculate by Monte Carlo if the
source distribution S (P) of tho perturbed system is known. If
we have only a slight perturbation in the source distribution
S (P) may be calculated by the first order approach £2J

s < P)=J ip) dP
(5)

Here the source distribution S (?) at the V-th iteration step
is calculated from the unperturbed source at the V-1st step.
Kp U?',P) is the number of fissions in P due to a source neutron
at J?' for the perturbed system.

A second technique to calculate the perturbed source
distribution is possible by a fission matrix method as described
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below. For the calculation of the second integral in (4), which
is the main contribution toAR, we consider only those neutron
events starting from points PR of the surface AR of a pertur-
bation region into the region itself. To get the source .distri-
bution SR(PR) on the surface A,, of a perturbation region we
assume tnat the region is black for all neutrons £$J. This is
an adequate assumption if the perturbation region contains no
fissionable materials. However, by a modified procedure we can
also treat regions containing a fission source. The source
Sj,(P_) we can describe by the following expression

(6)

where B<P#PE) is a suitable rccponse function for SR{PR)which
io only different from aero if P lies on a surface point PR. If
a perturbation region is small, then SR (PR) cannot bo estimated
oufficicnbly by a forward calculation. Here we make use from the
duality

^ f P ) dP s j dP

(7)

where W HP) and ^*{P) are defined by the forward and adjoint
transport equations

Ji£'.P)tylP) dj» • S(P)

dp'

TT
The second integral of (4) now we can write by

df

SRIPR)
TP

(8)

dP

r r
The kernel KQ(P,P) in (8) is defined by

lp<P) = / KQ(p\ P)S(P)dP.

Now if we know SR(PR) by a forward or adjoint Monte Carlo
simulation we are able to calculate the integral (8) by a
complete or not complete correlated set of histories drawn from
SU(PR).
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THE FISSION MATRIX METHOD

To get an acceleration of the source iteration in eigen-
value problems Kaplan l\f has developed a fission matrix method
A refinement of this method has been made by Carter et al. 00 *
The basic idea is the following.

We assume that the zones of the system containing fission-
able material are subdivided into a number of spatial regions
&Vi, i = 1,2,...,N. Then we compute the number of fission
neutrons in AVi due to a source neutron in A.VJ by

SIP) dp'dP

r
S IP) dP

(9)

where K.,(P/P) is the number of fission neutrons in P due to a
coureo neutron at j? . The numbers m..£orm a matrix Msjm..}
which io a discrete approximation of3the kernel 1-J

K»,(p',?). Now it is evident that the following equation holds.

1 T (10)
"" k

where S5 = I si} is the source vector and ML. is the transposed of
the matrix M. The largest eigenvalue of M is an estimate of the
criticality factor. If the source distribution S(P) in (9) is
identical with the equilibrium distribution then the estimate
of k by equation (10) is unbiased. But for a sufficient number
of regions and sufficiently long tracking a very good
approximation of the elements m.. can be achieved even if the
source distribution S(P) in (9) differs remarkably from the
equilibrium distribution. Thiu fact was the reason for us to use
this method for perturbation problems. Under the assumption that
S(P) must not be necessarily identical to the equilibrium
distribution we can compute the corresponding elements m..
the perturbed problem by meana of the unperturbed source 3

distribution S(P)

\p) SIP') df dP
AVj'

of

f$ (P)dP
(11)

As pointed out above, this is a good approximation of in. .
although the true equilibrium distribution S (P) has no£Jbeen
taken into^account. However, the restriction
si = 0 :=> si = 0 must hold. The criticality worth of the
perturbed system is the largest eigenvalue of the equation

1

k
S = M1 S (12)
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TibĜ reactivity change A k is^very easy to calculate now
by A k=k -k. We get k, K and S, B by numerical solution of
the equations (10) and (12).

For the calculation of M and M the correlated sampling
method as described above must be used, of course. In practice
we will compute m.- by a forward source iteration. Then for
local perturbations we compute SR(P_) on the surfaces of
perturbation regions in the regardect system. SR(Pp) may be
determined during the forward source iteration or oy an
additional adjoint run /?>7. If we have M and SR(PR) then we
may compute starting from SR(P_) an arbitrary set of sequential
runs for changed systems with complete correlated or not complete
.correlated sampling techniques to get Am.... By writing

mii = mti + ^rai"i

we get the elements of the matrix M GO that we can solve
equation (12). Changes in activation rates or fluxes we compute
by equation (4). Here the difference between unperturbed and
perturbed source distribution will be corrected zonawise by

with si, Si from the solutions of (10) and (12).

In some problems it is more effective to compute the
differential change dft/SX i not the absolute value AR.
Examples were given by Olhoeft in the calculation of Doppler
coefficients SR/^T /W* Takahashi for geometrical changes
^R/ &X / V an& others, As a consequence for such differential
changes we have to compute ^^-i/dx instea<* o f ^mii* 1^ s u c n

changes are very small we should no longer compute A k as the
difference of the eigenvalues oi' equation (10) and (12) because
the relative numerical error in A k increases.

Here it is advantageous to inake use of the perturbation
theory. We can show £%J', that tho fundamental (right) eigen-
vector of the matrix M, defined by the equation

« = 1 H W
~" k "

can be interpreted as an importance vector. The elements
wi of W have the meaning of the importance of a fission neutron
starting in A Vi (see also Matthes /2/). Now we can calculate
small effects by the following_

1_
k hx [ W M JS. ]

where [w M S,] denotes a space integration. The computation of
W,W is as easy as the computation of S,£ if the matrixes M,M
are known. The error in Ak or in other differential values of
interest depends on the effectiveness of the correlated sampling
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technique and the choice of the region subdivision and the num-
ber of followed histories, of course.

APPLICATION

The applicability of the here discussed method was studied
on several problems. The program which we used for our purpose
was the MORSE-K code /B/ wich is a modified version of the multi-
group MORoE-code /S/. The calculation, of strong local pertur-
bations due to moving reflector elements or control rods in both
compact reactors and power reactors (pebble-bed reactor) were
calculated by means of the not complete correlated Monte Carlo
technique, using the fission matrix method to take into account
the source perturbation £Wj» Reasonable results were obtained.
At tire the not complete correlated sampling technique and the
fission matrix method is standard in MORSE-K* The complete
correlated method is very problem dependent and requires often
a special treatment by the user. The computation of differential
effects for small perturbation regions by an additional adjoint
run ID possible by a special version ©f MORSE-K £SJ. To demon-
strate the roethod a simple one-dimensional problem was calculated
by Monte Carlo and S.,. The description of the unperturbed system
is given in tab. f. The core is divided into 10 regions. In the
basic problem all core regions contain the same material UZrH.
The example is related to an experiment on a compact zirconium-
hydride moderated and beryllium reflected zero power reactor.
The thickness of the beryllium reflector is 6 cm in the unper-
turbed case. Now some changes of the system have been studied by
Monte Carlo and SN as described in Table 2. In this table also
the k-values and the & k-valucs calculated by Monte Carlo and SN
arc presented. It is clear that this changes are not very small,
but nevertheless the saving of the computing time is remarkable
if tha correlated method is used. Further the assumption that
the fission matrix elements may be calculated by the unperturbed
source distribution can be proved. The fission source vectors
(fission rates) for the unperturbed and three perturbed systems
described by Table 2 are given in Tables 1 and 3. The results are
quite sufficient. Though this example is for a small reactor
only, the application of the method to power reactors has proved
to be very efficient £AOj.

CONCLUSIONS

For local perturbations in multiplying systems it is
effective to calculate differential values by a correlated
sampling technique. Though a complete correlated sampling is the
best method the operation with the simpler not fully correlated
method is sufficient for many problems. To get unbiased
differential values the source perturbation must be taken into
account. The fission matrix method here gives a reasonable
approximation to the perturbed source. Large perturbation regions



may be treated by means of forward calculations for the un-
perturbed problem and the perturbed problem, in the case of small
perturbation regions an additional adjoint run should be used.
The trethed implemented in MORSE-K is not necessarily restricted
to nuitigroup-Monte Carlo, however, running adjoint prob'lens
is simpler by a multigroup cede.
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TABLE I

Description of the Unperturbed Test Problem
{Infinite Cylinder). Fission Rates Calculated

by Monte Carlo and S^

] Zone

1

2

3

] 4

! 5

'< 6

7 i
8 j

9 ,

10 |

11

; Material
i

uzrH

iJ Ad JL Hi

uZrax

VZrlhl

U3EH.

«ZrHx

rarHx |

U2rHx

Be

Outer
Radius
(cm)

1 .5

2.0

2.5

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

15-0

a
Fission
Ratea

Monte Carlo

0.0333

0.0264

0.0335

0.0407

O«1007

0.1247

0.1425

0.1587

0.1692

O.192.'J

0.

Error

6.8

6«0

5*0

4.2

3*2

3.0

3.0

2.6

2.7

2.7

-

Fission
Rate S N

.0342

.0263

.0335

.0404

.1005

.1242

.1443

.1606

.1739

,1954

0.

b

90 batches with 200 neutrono are processed for the
source iteration.

the estimated error is given in +2 0-bounds
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TABLE II

Description of Changed Systems and Results
Calculated by Monte Carlo and S N

0
1

1

2

3

4

5

Change

NO

Outer radius

14.14 cm

Outer radius

13.28 cm

Outer radius

11.14 cm

Al in zone 1
Outer radius

15.00 cm

Al in zone 1
Outer radius

11.14 cm

Monte Carlo

ka

1.023

0.9894

0.9525

0.8259

1.002

0.7994

Monte Carlo

*k/k

-

-0.034

-0.074

-0.239

-0.021

-0.280

Error

(%)b

-

7.5

6.1

3.2

9.5

3.2

o
~N

A V ^

-

-0.035

-0.078

-0.242

-0.020

-0.284

The error in k is 1,1 % (+2 0 - bounds )

3 the estimated error is given in + 2 0- bounds

:the unperturbed value of k calculated by the
S N method is k = 1.0335.
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TABLE III

Comparison of Fission Rates for Changed
Systems Calculated by Monte Carlo and S N

Zone

ii '

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Changed

Fissio

M. C.

.0332

.0263

.0333

.0404

.0989

.1202

.1355

.1489

.1546

.1613

system 2

n Rate
a g

0.

0.

0.

0.

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0338

0260

0330

0397

0980

1196

1367

1487

1553

1613

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Changed

Fissior

M. C.

.0326

.0253

.0324

.0390

.OfJ42

. 11 22

.1228

.1285

.1257

.1131

system 3

i Rate

SN

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0332

0254

0321

0384

0934

1115

1234

1285

1257

1143

Changed

Fissior

M. C.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.0

0258

0336

0402

0992

1236

1451

1619

1743

1963

system 4

l Rate

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.0

0256

0329

0400

0998

1239

1459

1614

1749

1967

Calculated by Monte Carlo, the estimated errors are
similar as in Table I.
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DISCUSSION

Hoffman: Do I understand correctly that, if you extend the region around
your local perturbation to include your entire system, you are doing essen-
tially the same thing that Matthes did? Is that fair to say?

Bcrnnat: No. I don't understand your question.

Hoffkan: You had two terms in your treatment. One was .lust an integral
over the perturbed region. If you extended that boundary of the perturbed
region to Include your entire system, would you be doing essentially the same
thing that Matthes did?

Bevnnat: I would say that .in this case the perturbation is not a local
perturbation and this method would not be adequate. You would then have to
use complete Monte Carlo correlation methods. Xf your whole system is changed,
for example, clue to a temperature change or a change in atomic density, and
if the Grcso°3cction perturbations arc not very large, then it is better to do
Che calculation by a complete correlation calculation. But, here in the case
of strong local perturbation the complete correlation Method seems to me to be
not very efficient because the first collision in the perturbed region, in the
perturbed systen, nay change the weight of one of the sample particles to zero.
Then, on subsequent collisions, the weight of the particle representing the
perturbed system will remain zero.

Gclhard: Are there other comments?

Borgtialdt: I have a question for Dr. Gelbard. In your paper you men-
tioned the method of conplete correlation. Could you give Home details about
the method which you are going to use?

Gclbayd: At this point„ we are homing that we can get away with some-
thing very much less sophisticated than Bernnat's method. We want to do a
local perturbation calculation by introducing a composition halfway between
the perturbed and unperturbed composition, tracking in this ir. .ermediate com-
position and simultaneously using weigher; for the perturbed and unperturbed
problems. Now we realize that the mast ocrious difficulty, if you try to do
this, is just the difficulty that has been discussed already, namely that you
have to get particles into the perturbed region. We would like to try the
(Simplest approach we can think of, which is simply to build up the density in
f.he neighborhood of the perturbation by splitting. We don't know whether this
will teally work. Before we would make a very large commitment to this method,
we think that we can get an estimate as to whether it is feasible or not by
simply asking ourselves, not whether we can compute the perturbation due to a
small sample accurately, but simply whether we can compute the absorption rate
in a small sample reasonably accurately. We foel that if we can get enough
histories into the sample so that we could get a reasonable estimate of the
absorption rate, then by later introducing the simultaneous tricking technique
we would perhaps be able to get a reasonable estimate of the perturbation.
This proposed method does not turn out to be adequate, then we will have to
try something more complicated, and probably something that does involve an
adjoint. We have considered many methods involving the adjoint and there
always seem to be some difficulties involved. If there are no other questions
about Bernnat's paper, I would like to bring up some of these problems that
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scerj awkward to us. Zn computing the surface source you said you would use an
adjoint method in which, essentially you start the adjoint source from the sur-
face. You then track in the adjoint mode and tally the product of the adjoint
flux and the source density. If you try to get a detailed energy angle space
distribution of particles entering the perturbed region, then for every energy,
angle and position you need an adjoint. Presumably, you don't do that; but
then how can you be sure that you have an adequate energy angle and space dis-
tribution of incoming particles? That is the first question.

Sernnati It nay be that if I have no knowledge of the spectrum in the
surrounding region, this adjoint method will be very inefficient. But it may
be possible to calculate, by simpler methods, the spectrum in the neighborhood
of such a perturbed region. If you have some knowledge about the spectrum,
then you can start your adjoint node calculation very easily. We have tested
this method only in a multigroup program. In such a case it is very easy to
use.

Getbard: Well, then the energy variation would be simplified, but you
would still have to get a space-angle distribution at each energy, and that
otill seens like quite a computational problem. But you would have a diffi-
cult tine knowing whether you had adequately sampled the incoming particles,
which leads rae to the other problem. If you are trying to analyze an experi-
ment, and there is a 10% discrepancy between che observed perturbation and
somebody's conputed perturbation, you would like to be able to guarantee that
your perturbation calculation is accurate to much .etter than 10%. If you
could do a rigorous Monte Carlo and get a reliable uncertainty estimate, then
you could argue that, if you disagree with the experiment by five standard
deviations, there is probably something wrong. On the other hand, if you do a
calculation in which you have made approximations which you cannot evaluate,
then you will probably have to go back and spend a good deal of effort trying
to understand what these approximations do. In the end you will not be able
to say whether the 10% discrepancy between Monte Carlo and experiment is real,
or is due to your approximations. This is another thing that has made us
reluctant to go this way. If you O:JG the Green's function approach and try to
accumulate the Green's function over regions in the course of the Monte Carlo,
then you have the following •lelemina. If you make the regions too coarse you
arc introducing an unevaluated approximation; but, if you make the regions too
fine, the statistical fluctuations In the Green's function again introduce an
unevaluated approximation. You may argue that the fluctuations in one region
will cancel those in the other regions. But again, if somebody pins you down
and rays,"Look, there is a 10% discrepancy between the Monte Carlo and the
experiment* Now, is there something wrong, or are you just not giving us the
ri&ht answer?" What do you say?

Bevnnati Well, I say that I have tested the method against an S n calcu-
lation and the agreement was rather good. Of course, this was a very simple
problem. Further, we have compared computed results with measurements and we
have found that our agreement was within about 10%. In addition, we have
changed the role of our reference and perturbed problems. This method tends
to rather over or underestimate the perturbed source distribution, depending on
whether you start from control rods in or from control rods out, and we have
found that if we interchange the roles of the perturbed and unperturbed sys-
tems the results remain about the same. We think ice can say that substantial
discrepancies with experiment cannot be due to che method.
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Get-bard: In the control rod calculation that you showed, did you use
the adjoint method?

Bevnnat: No.

Gelhewd: Now, in the slab calculation, the adjoint method was a particu-
larly easy one because you had no spatial variation over the surface of the
slab. You had an angle variation and an energy variation. If the incoming
flux is aore or less isotropic, the angular variation does not natter very
much. Now, if you have a small sample perturbation due, let us say, to a
finite cylinder that is inside some sort of a fairly complicated lattice array,
then you have to worry about sampling the positions on the surface adequately,
and you would have a more difficult problem. These are reasons why we are
hoping to use an approach which has no approximations. In the method we were
trying to use there arc two difficulties. First, it is not clear that we can
really get enough particles into the perturbed region to give us reliable esti-
mates. The second problem, I think, has been mentioned by a number of people.
'Then you go to such a biased sampling scheme, there is always a serious ques-
tion as to whether you can trust the variances; so we could be driven to all
kinds of other possibilities. But this is our motivation. We were trying a
simple scheme first. We will go to all kind of lengths to build up the parti-
cle density in the perturbed region. For example, we might draw a boundary,
let us say, a spherical boundary, around our cylindrical sample, and on every
collision which is made within a certain distance of this sphere, we might do
line-of-sight estimation into this sphere. So we build up the particle density
in the neighborhood of the cylinder by splitting, and additionally do line-of-
sight estimations. Finally, we plan to use a perturbation technique, taking
as our base problem one intermediate between the perturbed and unperturbed
problems. There is an interesting Russian paper in which the author tries to
fix optimum parameters for an intermediate problem. In the case where you have
material in or material out, you Mould like your base problem to be intermedi-
ate between these two extremes. The authors determine what the cross sections
In this base problem should be in order to minimize the variance. We would
use this GOi't of intermediate problem.

Whitceidae: I should point out that Tom Hoffman developed a method while
he was with us at Oak Ridge in which he modified the method of Matthes to be
an exact treatment. We have done a number of test calculations with this
modified method in situations where we could check Monte Carlo results against
ANISN. We have calculated Ak's from 0.004 up to about 8% in k, and obtained
quite good agreement with ANISN for various types of perturbations. The prob-
lem, as Gelbard pointed out, is getting enough histories into the region you
are interested in. We have actually been applying Hoffman's method to practi-
cal problems, looking at control rod worths in ZPR-type experiments, and we
think we are having better luck than most people in calculating the Ak's. Our
largest error appears to be about 10% with laost of the errors down about 3 or
4%. So we think this is a viable approach. We have it built into our code
and are using it fairly extensively now.

Gelbard: So you're getting Ak's to within 3 or k% of Ak?

Vhiteeides: Of the experimental value.
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Gclbard: Oh, I see, you are getting Ak to within 3 or 4% of the experi-
mental value. Are you analyzing central-worth experiments? Are you seeing
the usual central-worth discrepancies?

Whitesides; For the particular experiments we have carried out we have
not seen them. We have not analyzed some of the mosi: difficult experiments,
and we don't know whether we can. But, our agreement with the ANISN calcula-
tions is just spectacular. The technique is reasonably fast: it takes about
twice as long to do a perturbation calculation as it does to do a normal cal-
culation. The problems we are having now are ones that, you would have expected.
One is that the method works quite well for absorption changes, just because
all of the changes are in the same direction. Scattering changes are more dif-
ficult and the errors* of course, are larger for tho/se. At present we're using
a collision estimator, so it is necessary to be careful in defining the unper-
turbed problem. The unperturbed problem should always be the problem in which
nore collisions occur. For example, if you have a void region, and perturb
the configuration ky putting material into the void, the configuration with
the naterial present should be the base configuration. But we're putting a
track length cstiraaEor into our code, and when we use the track length estima-
tor it tihould be possible to use either problem us the base problem.

Galbavd: It night be interesting to hear a little more about Hoffman's
method.

Hoffman: Well, Matthes1 method involves calculating the adjoint simul-
taneously with the forward function, and this is done in the unperturbed sys-
tem; Matthes ends up with a first-order approximation to his change in k. On
the other hand, ones we generate this perturbation source, we change the geome-
try system. We really keep track of two geometries and track in the perturbed
cysten. By doing this we can make an adjustment in the importance function,
and also an adjustment in one of the terms in the expression for Ak; and we
end up with an exact method, except for the fact that (as in Matthes' method)
the fissile material must be divided into sections where the importance func-
tion is assumed to be constant.

Gclbard: Now let me compare the Matthes method and the correlation method
and see whether there is any disagreement about this. The main problem in the
two methods is basically the same. You have to get enough particles into the
sample*

Hoffman: Yes, but one thing that is nice about this method is that the
change in the system is your perturbation source.

Gelbca'd: But you have to be able to get particles into the perturbed
regior

Hoffman: You have to be able to calculate the perturbation source.

Kotos: You don't have to get them there. Once you calculate them, you
put them there.

Gelbca'd: Well, don't you have to track in the direct mode first to get
the particles into the region? Or you can use line-of-sight estimation; but
in one way or another you have to get information about the flux entering the
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perturbed region. Now it seems to nc that in correlated tracking the problem
is exactly the same. You have to build up a density of information in the
perturbed region. In the Matthes method you have a problem in that some
sources r.re positive and some sources are negative. In the direct correlation
nethod you have the problem that some weights are bigger than one and some
weights are smaller than one. All in all, I
likely to be any better than the other.

don't see that one method is

Hoffk&z: Well, all in all, I don't see why one method would be equiva-
lent to the other either.

Gelbapd: Oh, I am not saying that they are going to be the same all the
ticet but I see no a priori reason why I would go one way rather than the
other. It is strictly a natter of convenience. I am saying that if Matthes'
ncthed really works, then it must be that you are able to get enough informa-
tion Into the perturbed region, that the perturbed source can be computed ade-
quately. If you cam do that there is a good likelihood that you have enough
information In the perturbed region to estimate the difference between the per-
turbed and unperturbed weights adequately. So, in looking at the two methods,
it Geciw to me that there ia, on the face of it, no reason to prefer one over
the ether.

Bcrnnat: I find that the adjoint vector of the Matthes method is exactly
the right eigenvector of the matrix I discussed earlier.

ScZbc&di But, I need make no approximations at all in the complete cor-
relation method. While (whether the approximation is a good one or a bad one)
I do ]«ave to raake an approximation if I am forced to assume that the adjoint
is flat over blocks. I must worry about whether it is or it is not. So I
don't see what I am burying for that approximation.

lemnat: The problem is to get enough samples in the perturbation region.

Celbard: Yea, you approach this problem by starting an adjoint from the
surface.

Barnnat: Actually the control red calculations I described were not per-
formed by an adjoint calculation. In the control rod problem, the density of
neutrons in the upper core was amplified by splitting.

Stei j: I would like to comment on the direct correlation method. You
can avoid the problem of weights greater than one by a procedure that we used
in the SAMCEP code, where we set up our sampling based on the maximum of the
density functions of the various perturbed and unperturbed distributions.

Prael: I don't think that any of the perturbations which have been con-
sidered there are small, when compared with the perturbations we have been
asked v.o deal with at Argonne.

Gelbard: But the problems that were done at Oak Ridge were, as I under-
stand it, small sample perturbations like those in some of the Argonne experi-
ments, and they actually would be the kind of perturbation in which we would
be interested.
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Pvacl; How snail? The samples In our experiments were cylinders a few
centimeters high.

Jfiiitcoidcs: We have looked at several things, but obviously nothing that
snail. We have been dealing with several control rods moving inside the
reactor.

Kales: Ely, I think I have been getting lost — lost again! When you
say you propose to do an exact calculation you are talking about a Ak? Do I
understand correctly that, in effect, you are going to do two correlated prob-
lecs and get an eigenvalue for each of them? Which means correlating weights
In nany generations?

Gclbard: That is right, we would. In other words, when a fission parti-
cle is produced — if it Is produced in a region where in the other problem
there would mot be any fission — it carries a zero weight. You are saying
they get vncorrelatcti as we go through generations?

Kalco: Va afraid that sort of effect would tend to build up.

Wvitcaidca: I would say that the method of Matthes works beautifully if
the perturbation, ho matter how small it is, extends over a large volume. But
correlated sampling works best if you have a very small perturbed region with
everything else in the unperturbed system. So it seems to me that they are
coaplecsentary methods.

Golhccpd: Do I understand correctly that, in doing the adjoint calcula-
tion, you pick the sanpie points uniformly on the surface? And that you then
pick energies uniformly from an energy band? Do you pick angles uniformly?

Bernnat: Yc3.

Gelbcwd: Once you have chosen an angle and a point, do you run just one
history and then go on to another one? Or do you start more than one history
from a given point in the given direction?

Barnnat: I don't understand quite ...

Gelboa>d; Well, there are two ways one might do it. On having chosen an
energy, and a point on the surface, one approach would be to actually try, by
using the adjoint method, to construct the angle-dependent source at that
point. That would require running many adjoint histories from that point.

Bevnnat: Yes.

Gelbard: I was thinking that another approach would not be necessarily
to try to construct the incoming source at that point exactly. Once you pick
a point you could randomly pick one energy and one angle and run one adjoint
history from that point, and then switch to another point. It is not neces-
sary really to try to construct the incoming flux with any accuracy at each
point since you are going to take a sum anyhow over all contributions. Have
you thought about this strategy, or exactly how do you do it?
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Bcmnat: No, I sanple frcn a distribution. I don't pick one point and
san^le all energies and all angles. I assume a distribution on the sur-

face, say a. constant spatial distribution, and perhaps a cosine distribution
for the angle. Then I sacple of lot of neutron histories from this distribu-
tion; but I don't repeatedly use the same sample point.

Gelbard: In other words, what you do is to pick a space point uniformly,
pick an energy, pick an angle, send out one history, get its contribution, and
then pick another starting set?

Bernnat: Yes.

Golbai'd:
the source.

You then have to evaluate the integral of the adjoint flux times

Bcmnat: Yea.

Galbard: Proonssably you have to aGOumc then that the soi'vce is uniform
over apceifieil

Bomnat: Yea.

Gclbavd: Another approach would be the one that was suggested yesterday.
That is to say that, when you are running the adjoint problem, then on each
collision, in principle, you could use a line-of-sight estimator to one of the
aource points (if that were practical). You could weight the source points by
the value of the importance function at each point. From the weights you could
form a probability distribution. At each collision you could take a source
point fron this distribution and gist a contribution to that source point.

Bcmnat; I have never tried this.

Gclbavd: I was thinking of what you night do to avoid any approximation.
In this way, if it were practical, you could avoid the approximation that the
fission aource is uniform over boxes.

Bernnat: It may be practical but it Is more difficult,
change my process.

I would have to

Gelbc&d: Could you not, in this way, completely avoid the Green's func-
tion method also? In other words, io it really necessary to separate out the
perturbed source contribution and calculate it by a Green's function method?
Couldn't you avoid the Green's function method completely.

Bernnat: Yes, I can. But in the case of very strong perturbations, I
must take into account the perturbed source distributions, and I need the
Green's function to calculate my perturbed source distribution. Of course,
for my adjoint calculation I would not need a Green's function, really.


